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Abstract: This paper summarizes current understanding of the processes that determine the dynamics
of the subsea permafrost–hydrate system existing in the largest, shallowest shelf in the Arctic Ocean;
the East Siberian Arctic Shelf (ESAS). We review key environmental factors and mechanisms that
determine formation, current dynamics, and thermal state of subsea permafrost, mechanisms of its
destabilization, and rates of its thawing; a full section of this paper is devoted to this topic. Another
important question regards the possible existence of permafrost-related hydrates at shallow ground
depth and in the shallow shelf environment. We review the history of and earlier insights about
the topic followed by an extensive review of experimental work to establish the physics of shallow
Arctic hydrates. We also provide a principal (simplified) scheme explaining the normal and altered
dynamics of the permafrost–hydrate system as glacial–interglacial climate epochs alternate. We also
review specific features of methane releases determined by the current state of the subsea-permafrost
system and possible future dynamics. This review presents methane results obtained in the ESAS
during two periods: 1994–2000 and 2003–2017. A final section is devoted to discussing future work
that is required to achieve an improved understanding of the subject.
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1. Introduction

The Arctic is warming dramatically, with potentially catastrophic impacts on climate through
rapid mobilization of the labile reservoirs of carbon sequestered in permafrost [1]. The top candidate to
move substantial amounts of carbon from land and ocean to atmosphere on decadal–century timescales
is thawing permafrost in the Arctic [2–4]. One possible feedback is release of previously produced
methane (CH4) preserved within seabed deposits, such as natural gas fields and coal beds, and collapse
of the CH4 hydrates underlying the Arctic seabed [5,6]. The lack of understanding of this process
creates some of the largest uncertainties in climate research related to cryosphere–climate–carbon
couplings [7–9].
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Significant reserves of CH4 are held in the Arctic seabed [10], but the release of CH4 to the overlying
ocean and, subsequently, to the atmosphere has been believed to be restricted by impermeable subsea
permafrost, which has sealed the upper sediment layers for thousands of years [11]. In the regions
where permafrost exists, hydrate-bearing sediment deposits can reach a thickness of 400 to 800 m [12,13].
Shallow hydrate deposits are predicted to occupy ~57% (1.25 × 106 km2) of the East Siberian Arctic
Shelf (ESAS) seabed [14]. It has been suggested that destabilization of shelf Arctic hydrates could lead
to large-scale enhancement of aqueous CH4, but this process was hypothesized to be negligible on a
decadal–century time scale [15].Consequently, the continental shelf of the Arctic Ocean (AO) has not
been considered as a possible source of CH4 to the atmosphere until very recently [16–18].

The key area of the AO for atmospheric venting of CH4 is the East Siberian Arctic Shelf (ESAS).
The ESAS covers greater than two million square kilometers (equal to the areas of Germany, France,
Great Britain, Italy, and Japan combined). This vast yet shallow region has recently been shown to
be a significant modern source of atmospheric CH4, contributing annually no less than terrestrial
Arctic ecosystems [19,20]; but unlike terrestrial ecosystems, the ESAS emits CH4 year-round due to
its partial openness during the winter when terrestrial ecosystems are dormant [21]. Emissions are
determined by and dependent on the current thermal state of the subsea permafrost and environmental
factors controlling permafrost dynamics [21,22]. Releases could potentially increase by 3–5 orders of
magnitude, considering the sheer amount of CH4 preserved within the shallow ESAS seabed deposits
and the documented thawing rates of subsea permafrost reported recently [22]. The purpose of this
paper is to introduce the ESAS permafrost–hydrates system, which is largely unfamiliar to scientists,
by highlighting the specific processes that determine and control its dynamics.

2. Major Components of the ESAS Permafrost–Hydrate System

2.1. Specific Features of the ESAS Environment

The ESAS is the most extensive (2.1 × 106 km2) continental shelf in the World Ocean (WO); the
ESAS is composed of the Laptev Sea, the East Siberian Sea, and the Russian part of the Chukchi Sea.
Because of its shallowness (mean depth is ~50 m, Figure 1a) and location, the ESAS has a unique
climatological history; due to sea level variations caused by glaciation in cold climate epochs or by
glacier melt during warm epochs, the entire area of the ESAS is periodically subjected to dry (terrestrial)
or to submerged (marine) conditions [23].
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Figure 1. Maps of the Arctic Ocean (AO) highlighting specific features of the East Siberian Arctic Shelf
(ESAS): (a) Predicted areas of hydrate deposits over the AO, including the shallow ESAS, shown in blue
(after [14]); (b) bathymetry of the AO; red color refers to depth <50 m [24]. As seen from the panels, the
ESAS represents a major fraction of the AO shallow continental shelf.
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The ESAS near-shore zone is highly affected by riverine runoff, which causes significant warming
of the shelf water: the mean annual temperature of bottom water is documented to be >0 ◦C and has
shown a tendency to increase during the last few decades [20,25]. Heat flux from river bodies can cause
formation of thawed sediments deep beneath riverbeds, which could occur below both existing rivers
and paleo rivers [26]. Sedimentation on the ESAS is determined by combined input of Arctic river
(Lena, Yana, Indigirka, Kolyma) fluvial sediment discharge, coastal sediment input (coastal erosion),
and subsea permafrost ‘bottom thermo-abrasion’ [27,28]. Sedimentation flow varies significantly, and
sedimentation rates vary by orders of spatial and temporal magnitude throughout the year; it was
suggested that >20 Tg of terrigenous organic carbon (Corg) is delivered to the ESAS each year [29].
Sedimentary basins on the ESAS, which result from these high levels of sedimentation, are predicted to
reach up to 15 km in thickness (Figure 2), providing favorable conditions for CH4 production in the
seabed [30]. As a result, large amounts of CH4 accumulate in the ESAS seabed [5].
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Figure 2. Geological structure and sedimentary drape on the ESAS. (a) Major geological structures
defined in the ESAS; red dotted line marked b corresponds to position of the transect presented in
panel (b); red solid line marked c corresponds to positions of the transects presented in panel (c).
(b) Example of the structure and thickness of the sedimentary drape (over the Central–Laptev highs,
Omolonskiy trough, and East Laptev horst) and comparable thickness of permafrost and associated
hydrates (including hydrate stability zone, HSZ) shown as dotted red and solid black lines. (c) Example
of the structure and thickness of the sedimentary drape (over the Belkovsky and Anisimov troughs and
Kotel’nichevsky massif; other examples as well as detailed descriptions of terms and legends used can
be found in [30]).

2.2. Current State of Subsea Permafrost

ESAS permafrost stability is the key to whether pre-formed CH4 sequestered in hydrate deposits
escapes to the overlying strata. Warming of the ESAS began >12 thousand years (kyr) ago at the
beginning of the Holocene after the ESAS was inundated by sea water due to rising sea level. Terrestrial
permafrost in the Holocene Arctic experienced a change in its thermal regime caused by a 6–7 ◦C
mean annual air temperature increase since the last glacial maximum [31]. Subsea permafrost has
been subjected to additional warming induced by sea water; in the ESAS, sea water is much warmer
than air (mean annual air temperature of −10 ◦C vs. mean annual sea water temperature of −1 ◦C).
Consequently, the subsea permafrost has warmed by up to 17 ◦C during the last 12 kyrs [23,32]. It
has been suggested that the following factors determine the evolution of subsea permafrost after
inundation: duration of submergence compared to duration of previous exposure above the sea surface;
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thermal state and thickness of permafrost before inundation; coastal morphology and hydro- and
lithodynamics; shoreline configuration and retreat rate; pre-existing thermokarst (thermokarst is the
process by which characteristic landforms result from the thawing of ice-rich permafrost or the melting
of massive ice) accompanied by formation of thaw lakes; bottom water temperature and salinity; and
sediment composition, including ice content [5,11,22,28,33,34].

Until very recently, understanding of the current thermal state and stability of the subsea
permafrost–hydrate system in the ESAS was primarily based on modeling results [11,23,26,35–37]. Two
basic mechanisms based on numerical modeling were proposed to explain permafrost dynamics after
inundation: the so-called “upward degradation” under geothermal heat flux in the areas underlain by
fault zones [23], and the so-called “downward degradation” under the warming effect of large river
bodies [26]. The latter is accelerating due to sea-ice loss and increasing warm riverine water input
and contributes to warming subsea permafrost [20,25,35,36]. As a result, the thermal regime of subsea
permafrost is up to 10 ◦C warmer than that of the same permafrost body remaining on land (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. An example of the difference in thermal regimes of terrestrial and subsea permafrost in the
coastal zone of the ESAS. (a) The position of the borehole performed in the Lena Delta (Chay-Tumus) is
marked by a black dot; a borehole in the near-shore zone (Buor-Khaya Bay, borehole 1D-11) is marked
by a red dot. (b) The black curve shows sediment temperatures at different horizons of the Chay-Tumus
sediment core [38]; the red curve shows sediment core temperatures obtained in Buor-Khaya Bay.
As seen from panel B, sediments in the 1D-11 borehole are much warmer (from −2 ◦C to 0 ◦C) than
terrestrial Chay-Tumus sediments (from −8 ◦C to −11.5 ◦C), modified from [20].

By the time of inundation, thermokarst caused formation of pronounced thermokarst features and
development of numerous thaw lakes underlain by taliks [11]. A talik is a layer or body of unfrozen
ground in a permafrost area, in which the temperature is above 0 ◦C due to the local thermal regime
of the ground [39]. It has long been accepted that the Arctic bottom seawater (T < 0 ◦C) would halt
further thermokarst development and cause taliks to freeze by creating a negative temperature profile
in the sediments [11,28,40]. However, recent observational data collected from the near-shore area of
the ESAS showed that submerged thaw-lake taliks may not freeze; instead, they may keep developing,
creating pathways for ascending gas [21,22].

Trying to explain the possible survival of former thaw-lake taliks after inundation, some authors
suggested that salt transport into the sediments could be orders of magnitude greater than heat
conduction from the surface, altering the freezing point of sediment pore water and preventing freezing
of the submerged thaw-lake taliks even in ice-bonded permafrost [41–43]. A significant area of the
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ESAS is affected by paleo-river valleys; therefore, heat flux from large rivers was also suggested to
cause deep talik formation beneath riverbeds [26,44].

Destructive processes associated with coastal ice-complexes, such as thermo-denudation,
thermo-abrasion, and chemical- and current-induced seafloor erosion, could also advance the
development of top-down permafrost degradation [45–47]. In the areas underlain by the faults,
groundwater flow through coastal sediments could be another possible mechanism for preventing
taliks from freezing and/or causing so-called tectono-genic talik formation [22,48].

These taliks could be identified by groundwater discharge that could be manifested as large
point sources, which are temporally and spatially variable and could have a significant impact on the
geochemical parameters of coastal waters [49]. Releases of groundwater, including intra-permafrost
water, might lead to formation of taliks within subsea permafrost, as was observed in the near-shore
area of the ESAS by [22]. Based on results of the first comprehensive scientific re-drilling, it was
shown that subsea permafrost in the near-shore area of the ESAS has exhibited downward ice-bonded
permafrost table (IBPT) movement of ~14 cm y−1 during the last 30 years vs. ~6 cm y−1 in earlier years
since inundation [22]. These rates indicate significant enhancement of the permafrost disintegration
process during the last three decades. The temperature of the sediment core extracted from the subsea
borehole varied from −3 ◦C to +1 ◦C [22]. In one sediment core, drilled in 2011 down to 57 m below
the sea floor, the surface sediment layer exhibited the lowest temperature of −1.8 ◦C, but was entirely
unfrozen due to very high salt content. Lower sediment layers were also unfrozen despite the low
level of mineralization in the sediments. For comparison, an on-land sediment core obtained from the
Chay-Tumus borehole was 8–12 ◦C colder than that recovered in our study [22,38].

3. Arctic Hydrates in the ESAS

3.1. History of the Topic

A question about the possible existence of gas accumulations within permafrost in other than
free gas form was first raised in the mid-1950s, when gas blowouts occurred during exploration of
natural resources in permafrost areas of Russia that hurt people, damaged equipment, and became
a real problem [45,50]. Later, the results of larger-scale exploration consisting of eight campaigns
performed across the Russian north became partially available to scientists. Tens of boreholes were
drilled in each of eight areas where exploration of different types of natural resources had taken place.
Similar gas blowouts were reported in Alaska and in the Arctic regions of Canada [51–53]. Scientists
were intrigued by specific features of these gas blowouts. (1) Gas was released from shallow depths,
starting from as shallow as 20 m [52,54]; (2) gas blowouts occurred in areas where no remarkable gas/oil
resources were predicted to exist beneath the permafrost [50]; (3) gas blowouts were discharged from
sediments of different ages, from modern to ancient, and from sediments of different types, sand, silt,
and clay [55]; and (4) volumes of gas released during blowouts exceeded by many times the volume of
pores, which were entirely filled with ice [52,53].

The thickness of permafrost at all eight sites was more than a few hundred meters, which excluded
the possibility that blowout-feeding gas traveled to the wells from gas accumulations preserved beneath
the permafrost; ice-bonded permafrost is considered nearly impermeable for gases. Analysis revealed
that the sampled gas consisted of 78.3–99.8% CH4; heavier hydrocarbons were detected at two of the
eight sites (0.01–0.07%) [56]. The isotope signature of CH4 in the majority of samples indicated biogenic
(microbial) gas (δ13C from −70.4%� to −74.6%�); in some samples, thermogenic CH4 was identified
by the presence of heavier hydrocarbons such as ethane (2–5%), propane and butane (0.5–3%), and
bitumen [57]. Gas blowouts were followed by continuing gas flows measured at from 5 × 102 to
5 × 105 m3 d−1 which lasted up to seven months in some areas. In one observed well 5 × 107 m3

(2.1 Tg) of CH4 was released over 11 months [57]. It was suggested that the gas blowouts resulted
from hydrate breakdown caused by the decrease in pressure accompanied by hydrate exposure to
warmer conditions resulting from drilling.
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3.2. Mechanism of Arctic Hydrate Origination

Observational data became a subject for theoretical and experimental work starting from the
1980–1990s. Experimentally it was shown that hydrates formed at T << 0 ◦C are stable at P << 25 atm [52].
Such pressure could occur in the inter-pore space during ground/sediment freezing. A four-step
mechanism was proposed to explain how inter-pore hydrates form within permafrost when pore water
in sediments freezes: (1) The temperature of ground/sediments exposed to low temperatures drops
below 0 ◦C; (2) as pore water freezes growing crystals occupy the entire pore space; (3) dissolved gas,
along with minerals, is ejected from the ice due to limited inter-pore space; (4) the resulting inter-pore
space pressure increases many fold; and 4) when pressure reaches the thermodynamic threshold,
inter-pore hydrates form within permafrost [52].

It was suggested that these processes could occur in permafrost on a wide scale but could
be restricted by lack of water or gas in sediments. Inter-pore hydrates are considered metastable,
because they form outside of the conventional hydrate stability zone (HSZ) of Arctic hydrates, which
in permafrost areas on-land usually is usually located at the lower boundary of permafrost; only
there do sediments remain unfrozen (T ≥ 0 ◦C) and free gas from accumulations formed beneath the
permafrost converts into hydrates [52,56,58,59]. Unlike the hydrates within the conventional HSZ,
permafrost-related hydrates are energetically more efficient because the amount of energy required
to form/destabilize hydrates at T <0 ◦C is only one third of the amount required to form/destabilize
hydrates at T > 0 ◦C (18.1 ± 0.3 kJ M−1 vs. 54.2 ± 0.3 kJ M−1, [60]). Inter-pore and relic hydrates were
observed at ground depths as shallow as 20 m [61,62], but were shown to survive better in permafrost
at depths >60 m [63].

Relic hydrates form as a result of “self-preservation”, a term first introduced by Russian scientists
after they observed that hydrate dissociation slowed and stopped after hydrate particles became
coated with ice films. The self-preservation phenomenon was described in works by [52,55,58,62].
During the last two decades, research has focused on studying the self-preservation phenomenon
and the kinetics of metastable (relic) and porous hydrates at temperatures below 0 ◦C [64–66]. These
studies showed that self-preservation in porous hydrates depends on host sediment properties, hydrate
structure and saturation, salt and ice content of pore water, etc. [67,68]. Stability of these hydrates in the
ESAS is determined by the dynamics of coupled pressure/temperature (P/T) conditions, which change
drastically during the repeated freeze–thaw cycles experienced by a permafrost–hydrates system in
glacial–interglacial epochs.

A change in the thermal regime of a permafrost–hydrate system after its submergence would
lead to partial thawing of permafrost, causing destabilization of intra-permafrost hydrates; this would
be manifested as patchy (mosaic, spotty) gas releases over the destabilized areas [5,14,15,21,68]. The
fraction of intra-permafrost hydrates was suggested to not only survive the thawing cycle due to the
self-preservation phenomenon, but also to become denser and more saturated owing to recrystallization
caused by repeated freeze–thaw cycles [69]. On the other hand, salt propagating into the permafrost as
brine increases the content of unfrozen water, which is unfavorable for metastable hydrates stability [69].
Specific features of Arctic hydrates include: (1) Occurring three times more frequently offshore than
onshore [13]; (2) high spatial concentration and thick layers (up to 110 m); (3) extremely high pore
saturation, up to 100% of pore space [13]; and (4) higher sensitivity to warming and lower sensitivity
to pressure change [63,70].

3.3. Principal Scheme of the Permafrost–Hydrates System

As was shown above, the subsea permafrost–hydrate system in the ESAS formed as a result
of repetitive transfers from a dry to a submerged position caused by sea level drop-rise as
glacial–interglacial climate epochs alternated. Initially, the ESAS was a part of the continental
shelf of the AO. Like on other continental shelves, in the ESAS seabed hydrate deposits can originate
where gas supply and P/T conditions allow stability of these deposits within the so-called HSZ
(Figure 4a). The major misunderstanding is that hydrostatic pressure (pressure created because a water
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column exerts downward force) alone is responsible for providing the P conditions required for an
HSZ to form in the marine environment; from this it follows that an HSZ might form only in shelf
areas, where water depth is >250 m, which creates P > 25 atm (if T ≤ 0 ◦C). According to [5,14], the lack
of hydrostatic pressure created by a water column <250 m deep could be compensated for by geostatic
pressure, pressure created by the sediment column overlying the HSZ. This implies that the water
depth in the shallow shelf determines how deep beneath the sea floor the upper boundary (UB) of the
HSZ can occur. If the water depth is 200–250 m and the T ≤ 0 ◦C, the UB of the HSZ would occur at
the sea floor; if the water depth is shallower, then the UB of the HSZ would occur as deep below the
sea floor as is required to meet the required P/T conditions. For example, if the water depth in the
ESAS is ~50 m, the UB of the HSZ would occur at ~100 m below the sea floor (if sediment density is
~2 g cm3) [5,14].
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram presenting current understanding of the subsea permafrost–hydrate
system existing in the ESAS. (a) Prior to exposure to atmosphere; (b) permafrost formation; (c) the
ESAS is submerged; (d) destabilizing hydrates allow CH4 release; (e) increasing CH4 emissions from
ESAS to atmosphere. Detailed explanations are found in the text.

Permafrost (frozen ground with a two-year mean subzero temperature) and associated
permafrost-related Arctic hydrates in the ESAS first originated during cold climate periods, when sea
level dropped more than 100 m lower than it is today; consequently, the coastline extended as much as
1000 km further north, exposing the entire shelf area above the sea surface and, thus, increasing the
area of the Siberian coastal accumulative plain by a factor of five [11]. Exposed to the low Arctic surface
temperatures, marine sediments were subjected to a drastic change in their thermal regime—cooling
by as much as −28 ◦C [28]. This led to freezing of the uppermost few hundred meters of sediments; as
a result permafrost formed, covering the upper few hundred meters of the sedimentary drape with an
impermeable cap (Figure 4b). Additionally, freezing of marine sediments and formation of permafrost
caused a change in the P/T conditions of previously originated hydrates; shelf hydrates had existed in
marine conditions before the shelf was exposed above the sea. As a result of this drastic change in
thermal regime shelf hydrates and gaseous CH4 pre-formed in marine sediments gradually turned
into permafrost-related hydrates (or Arctic hydrates), which might exist within the HSZ (conventional
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Arctic hydrates, Figure 4b) and/or outside the HSZ (inter-pore, porous, and/or relic hydrates, Figure 4b),
and which may partially survive freeze–thaw cycles during the alternating glacial–interglacial climate
periods [63].

After a sea level rise during the inter-glacial climate epochs by up to 120 m, the entire area of the
ESAS was submerged (Figure 4c); the last replacement of the cold epoch by the current warm epoch
(Holocene) led to permafrost inundation about 12 kyr ago [66]. Inundated together with permafrost,
which became subsea permafrost after inundation, the Arctic hydrates (of terrestrial origin) became the
unique shallow Arctic shelf hydrates—that is, hydrates existing where the water depth in the Arctic
shelf is <200 m. Since the time of inundation, the permafrost–hydrate system has been forced to undergo
transformations determined by drastic changes in the thermal regime of the surrounding environment.
Indeed, due to inundation, permafrost, with a mean annual temperature upon origination of around
−17 ◦C, achieved a new mean annual temperature under seawater of ≥−1.8 ◦C [10,11], reaching a new
quasi-stationary temperature equilibrium with the surrounding environment [5,6].

Different ESAS areas required different times to reach this equilibrium, depending on shelf floor
relief, duration of inundation, and duration of preceding exposure above sea level; these factors
determined permafrost thickness, and permafrost thermal regime as well as stability and capacity of
associated hydrate deposits [5,14]. In response to warming under seawater, the permafrost–hydrate
system started destabilizing. This destabilization is manifested by shrinkage in the HSZ near the
subsea permafrost bottom and partial decay of inter-pore hydrates due to change in P/T conditions.
Some gaseous CH4 converted from inter-pore hydrates started its upward movement but the major
fraction was converted back to so-called metastable relic hydrates, which accumulate at depths <100 m
due to the self-preservation phenomenon. This preservation allowed hydrates to survive during the
short thaw cycles until inter-glacial epochs were replaced by glacial epochs. However, in places where
geothermal heat flux was greater than on the rest of the shelf area and where permafrost was affected
by thermokarst before inundation, partial destabilization of these hydrates was possible, allowing CH4

release to the overlying strata (Figure 4d).
Alternating glacial–interglacial epochs led to repetitive changes in the thermal regime of the

permafrost–hydrate system, with corresponding changes in system stability and integrity; such
alternations are known to exist within at least four of the last climate cycles, or for ~400 kyrs [1].
During a normal climate cycle, like the Eemian which began about 130,000 years ago and ended about
115,000 years ago, the interglacial thermal maximum and associated high sea level stand usually
lasted 1–2 kyrs, not long enough for permafrost to reach thermal equilibrium with the surrounding
environment and start losing its integrity. This enabled the permafrost–hydrate system in the ESAS
to return from state (c) to state (b) (Figure 4). The current inter-glacial epoch (Holocene) exhibits
continuing warming associated with a long-lasting sea level high stand (>5 kyrs) [1,71]. Because
approaching the phase-transition point (thawing) can only be possible after permafrost reaches an
equilibrium state with the surrounding environment, which requires »1–2 kyrs, the additional duration
of the warming effect of seawater makes a critical contribution to the process of permafrost–hydrate
system destabilization [5].

As a result, continuing warming causes not only advanced deepening of the IBPT but also
thaw-through disintegration of the permafrost body at places such as fault zones, paleo-rivers, areas
affected by thaw lakes, freshwater seepages into shelf sediments, and so-called pingo-like features,
which provide subsea permafrost with heat and create migration pathways for CH4 that is released
from destabilizing hydrates [72–74]. A pingo is a mound of sediment-covered ice. The HSZ continues to
shrink and forces deeply buried CH4, long preserved in hydrates, to be released as overly-pressurized
free gas, which escapes to the overlying strata as bubble plumes [21] and ascending gas fronts [22], and
could reach the atmosphere. In addition, propagating heat and salt from cryopegs causes breakdown
of metastable hydrates; this breakdown releases bubbles of CH4 to the water column. A cryopeg is a
layer that remains unfrozen due to high salt content. Emissions from the ESAS to the atmosphere could
therefore be increasing (Figure 4e). A return from the state described in panel 4(d) to the state described
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in panel 4(c) is only possible if warming is replaced by cooling. Returning to the state shown in 4(a) is
impossible, because the state shown in 4(a) remains hypothetical—this implies returning to the state
when the ESAS was never exposed above sea level and, thus, was never subjected to conditions that
allow the existence of specific types of hydrates that exist exclusively in the Arctic shallow shelf region.

4. Specific Features of CH4 Releases in the ESAS (1994–2017)

4.1. Flux Assessment Based on Observational Data

The initial phase of dissolved CH4 studies in the ESAS took place from 1994 to 2000. In 1994–1996,
the study area was limited to the vicinity of the Lena Delta; in 2000, a summer cruise was conducted
along the coast from the White Sea through the Kara Sea to the ESAS. The analytical techniques
employed during that period had a detection limit of about 15 nM of dissolved CH4 in seawater [27].
Due to this limit, no CH4 was detected in most of the >400 seawater samples that were analyzed during
three cruises. The dissolved CH4 concentration in only one sample, collected in the near-shore area of
Buor-Khaya Bay, was measured to be >20 µM. Therefore, despite that single outlier, it was concluded
that shelf water did not serve as a source of CH4 to the atmosphere [27].

From 2003 to 2016, seasonal expeditions to the ESAS were performed annually in summer;
in addition, in 2007 and from 2011–2015 winter drilling campaigns were complemented with
oceanographic surveys performed from the fast ice in the near-shore area of the Laptev Sea. Continuous
measurements of dissolved CH4 along the ship’s track were made in the surface water, not only in the
ESAS but also in the surface water of other Russian Arctic and sub-Arctic seas including the Barents Sea,
the Kara Sea, the Laptev Sea, the East Siberian Sea, the Chukchi Sea, the Bering Sea, the Sea of Okhotsk,
and the Sea of Japan [75]. These data fall within the range of previously reported concentrations of
dissolved CH4 measured in the water samples collected by Niskin bottle as described in [16,19]. The
combined data set shows that surface waters of the ESAS generally were supersaturated with dissolved
CH4 as compared to other seas (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Distribution of dissolved CH4 in the surface water of the ESAS and other northern/far-eastern
seas collected in 2004–2012 using two different types of sampling. Levels of dissolved CH4 permanently
measured in the surface water along the ship’s track in particular seas in 2011 and 2012 are shown
in different colors; brown—Sea of Japan; dark blue—the Sea of Okhotsk; orange—the Bering Sea;
green—the Chukchi Sea; purple—the Barents Sea; light blue—the East Siberian Sea; yellow—The Kara
Sea, red—the Laptev Sea; the gray shadow presents the combined data set obtained in the surface
water of the Laptev and the East Siberian seas in September–October 2004–2012 by sampling using a
Niskin bottle (modified after [75]).
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Based on the initial data set (2003–2008) and preliminary understanding of the factors controlling
annual emissions, an attempt was made to estimate the total annual CH4 flux from the ESAS [19].
Six separate components of the total flux budget were considered to account for differences in ice
coverage (summer versus winter) and mechanism of CH4 transport in the water column (diffusive
versus ebullition) integrated over the areal extent of the two regions with different source strengths
(background versus hotspots) [19]. The total annual venting flux of ~8 Tg C–CH4 from the ESAS
to the atmosphere was calculated, which did not include ebullition from the seep fields, because
understanding the role and contribution of bubble-borne CH4 at that time was insufficient due to
lack of observations. A general change in focus to investigating ebullition occurred in 2009, after we
hydro-acoustically recorded several flare-like structures that stemmed from the sediments, creating
subsurface CH4 maxima in the seawater [20,21].

During expeditions in two consecutive years (2009 and 2010) we confirmed a storm ventilation
mechanism, i.e., storm-driven water column and atmospheric boundary layer CH4 reservoir depletion,
followed by rapid replenishment; this pointed to an intrinsically strong seabed CH4 source which
releases CH4 to the water and atmosphere via ebullition [20]. By combining estimated seep intensity
and density class emission rates, we estimated 290 mg m−2 d−1 ebullition-induced flux (ranging from
100–630 mg m−2 d−1). This mean flux is >10 times greater than was previously suggested for ESAS
hotspots [19]. These observations provided an opportunity to constrain the bubbling CH4 flux from
shallow ESAS hotspots. Given that the study area covered ~10% of the ESAS hotspots, storm-caused
and bubbling CH4 flux from ESAS hotspots to the atmosphere were estimated at 9 Tg CH4 annually,
increasing the estimate of total ESAS CH4 emissions to the atmosphere to 17 Tg yr−1 [20].

To quantify CH4 fluxes conveyed by bubbles being released from the seafloor, in 2011–2012 we
implemented a down-scale-to-up-scale approach, in which we aimed to combine the advantage of the
accuracy that was achieved by evaluating CH4 flux using direct seep observations, with the advantage
of the wide area coverage that was achieved by collecting bubble-imagery sonar data. To interpret
sonar data, we performed an in situ calibration that aimed to establish a relationship between the
backscattering strength of CH4 bubbles and gas flux rate. Results achieved by use of in situ calibration
were validated by comparing these results with those obtained based on direct in situ observations of
CH4 bubble flow [21]. By detecting >700 individual seeps, including large bubble streams continuously
rising through the water column (that is, flares), and analyzing >1000 records of bubbles, the radii of
which varied from 1 mm to 10 mm, and assuming steady flux was maintained ~50% of the time, we
estimated a mean flux of 0.044 mmol-CH4 s−1, corresponding to 3.4 mol-CH4 d−1 or 54.4 g d−1 from
one outlet.

This implies that areal flux would vary many fold or even by orders of magnitude depending
on the number of outlets within the seepage area [21]. We calculated mean CH4 fluxes from small,
medium, and large flare seep fields to be 30.8 g CH4 m−2 d−1, 88 g CH4 m−2 d−1, and 176 g CH4 m−2

d−1, respectively. In October 2013 we performed observations in the southernmost part of the Laptev
Sea, in Ivashkina Lagoon, which has been progressively inundated during the last ~100–500 years,
replacing a former thermokarst lake. Bubble release occurred from narrow, steep depressions aligned
parallel to the lagoon’s northern edge. Backscattering cross-sections of the bubbles emitted from
17 seeps observed in Ivashkina Lagoon were recorded for 36 hours using portable single-beam sonar,
which was calibrated in situ during the same campaign. In Ivashkina Lagoon, CH4 fluxes observed in
October 2013 ranged from 5 to 24 g m−2 d−1 [21].

4.2. Flux Attribution to Permafrost State and Source Contribution

To attribute CH4 fluxes to the current state of subsea permafrost, we aimed to induce the range
of modern fluxes, observed over the ESAS shallow-, mid-, and outer-shelf areas. It was important
to incorporate fluxes from the outer ESAS shelf with water depth >50 m, where permafrost has
presumably degraded the most, because seawater started to submerge this area >12 thousand years ago
at the beginning of the Holocene [11]. Thus, it was logical to assume that CH4 flux from this area would
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represent the maximum possible CH4 flux in the ESAS and indicate the potential for flux increase if
ESAS permafrost thawing progresses. Data accumulated in the ESAS over the last 15 years show very
high variability of CH4 fluxes (3–5 orders of magnitude) in the ESAS (Figure 6). This supports the
hypothesis that CH4 fluxes depend on the current state of subsea permafrost rather than on rates of
modern methanogenesis, because concentrations of Corg in the surface sediments of the ESAS vary
only by a factor of four while CH4 fluxes vary by orders of magnitude (Figure 6).

The range of modern CH4 emissions serves as a baseline for monitoring future dynamics in
CH4 fluxes from the ESAS. We suggest that within the entire range of observed fluxes, the lowest
rates (≤3 mg m−2 d−1) are associated with an initial degree of subsea permafrost thawing observed in
the shallow- and mid-shelf outside the areas affected by faults, rivers, and pre-existing thermokarst
(Figure 6). These fluxes are likely fueled by modern methanogenesis occurring within sediment
accumulations of Holocene age, which have never been frozen, and/or within partially-thawed older
sediments beneath them; these fluxes are usually attenuated by CH4 oxidation in the uppermost
layers of sediments within the sulfate-reduction zone. The isotopic signature of this biogenic CH4

that originated from Corg of Holocene/pre-Holocene age is rather specific for the Arctic region. Initial
δ13C could vary from −120%� to −90%�, implying that fractionation occurs at very low temperatures;
however, the resultant isotopic signature of sampled CH4 could be altered by numerous processes
(mixing, oxidation, transportation, dilution, etc.), to which released CH4 is subjected during its lifetime
in the sediment–water environment [74,76,77].

The medium rates (3–30 mg m−2 d−1) are determined by modern methanogenesis combined
with partial release of pre-formed CH4 from inter-pore and/or relic hydrates preserved within the
permafrost. At places where subsea permafrost thawing in the ESAS occurs in the areas affected
by faults, rivers, and pre-existing thermokarst, and where occurrence of deep/open taliks could be
expected, CH4 would be released from a partially destabilized HSZ, where CH4 could equally be of
thermogenic and biogenic origin. The isotopic signature of this CH4 would most likely represent a
mixture of both—possibly thermogenic CH4 released from the HSZ (a minor fraction), biogenic CH4

released from inter-pore space and/or relic hydrates originating from old Corg of Pleistocene age, and
modern CH4 originated from Holocene Corg: δ13C from −50%� to −75%�. Again, alteration of isotopic
signature is possible during the lifetime in the sediment–water environment [77].

The highest rates (30–176 g m−2 d−1) likely represent the maximum emissions currently taking
place from the outer shelf, which include a combination of modernly-produced CH4 of Holocene
age, long-accumulated pre-formed CH4 escaping from inter-pore and/or relic hydrates, originated
from old Corg of Pleistocene age. Resultant isotopic signatures would trend towards heavier numbers
(δ13C > −50%�) and, depending on longevity and intensity of the altering processes, could even be
unusual. The observed range in CH4 emissions associated with different degrees of subsea permafrost
disintegration implies substantial and potent emission enhancement in the ESAS as the process of
subsea permafrost thawing progresses coastward with time. While it is still unclear how quickly CH4

flux rates will change, the current process of Arctic warming and associated sea ice loss will accelerate
this process.

4.3. Factors Controlling CH4 Emissions

Sea ice serves as a natural physical barrier that restricts CH4 emissions from the ESAS during the
ice-covered period. Because temperature in the Arctic has increased at twice the rate as in the rest
of the globe, and the region is expected to increase an additional 8 ◦C in the 21st century [1], longer
periods of open water and shorter ice-covered periods will become the norm [78,79]. Considering
that during the winter ice-covered period the majority of CH4, which in summer escapes directly
to the atmosphere, accumulates beneath the ice, and that the ice-covered period is ~3 times longer
than the open water period, CH4 flux during ice break-up could be substantial. This flux could be
slightly attenuated due to CH4 oxidation within the water column. It was shown that CH4 oxidation
time could vary from 36 days near the Lena Delta [80] to up to 1000 days further offshore [21]. Fall
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convection in late September and early October is particularly important because at this time, the
probability of convection penetrating down to the seafloor can reach 40–50% over the total area of the
ESAS; in shallow waters (<20 m) such probability can reach 100% [20,81]. This implies not only that
CH4 which has accumulated in the surface water layer could be released to the atmosphere, but also
that the amount of CH4 which has accumulated within the entire water column during the summer
could be released to the atmosphere.

Increasing periods of open water implies an increasing number of storm events, when wind speed
increases to ≥15 m s−1 and the boundary between sea surface and air increases many fold due to deep
water mixing. Such events have the potential to rapidly ventilate bubble-transported and dissolved
CH4 from the water column, producing high emission rates to the atmosphere. Because >75% of the
total ESAS area is <50 m in depth, the water column provides bubbles with a very short conduit to
the atmosphere. Storms enable more CH4 release because they destroy shallow water stratification
and increase the boundary between sea surface and air, thus increasing gas exchange across phase
boundaries. As a result, storm-induced CH4 “pulses” force a greater fraction of CH4 to bypass aqueous
microbial filters and reach the atmosphere [20].

In addition, about 10% of the ESAS remains open water in winter due to formation of flaw
polynyas. Formed simultaneously with land-fast ice in November, flaw polynyas propagate out of
fast ice hundreds of kilometers north [82]. Flaw polynyas provide pathways for CH4 escape to the
atmosphere during the arctic winter [17]. Areas of flaw polynyas in the ESAS increased dramatically
(by up to five times) during the last decades [83], and now exceed the total area of Siberian wetlands [84]
(Figure 7). This implies that the ESAS remains an active source of CH4 to the atmosphere year-round,
even in the winter when terrestrial Arctic systems are dormant. Increasing storminess and rapid
sea-ice retreat causing increased CH4 fluxes from the ESAS are possibly new climate-change-driven
processes. Continuing warming of the AO will strengthen these processes, and the role of the ESAS as
a year-round contributor to global CH4 emissions will grow over time. The ESAS is a tectonically and
seismically active area of the WO [85,86]. During seismic events, a large amount of over-pressurized gas
can be delivered to the water column, not only via existing gas migration pathways, but also through
permafrost breaks that can occur within otherwise continuous permafrost or pingo-like structures
observed over the Arctic shelf [73].
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thick, while on the continental shelves it reaches ~3–4 km; concentrations of Corg vary over the WO 
sediments by a factor of 10, with the lowest levels found over the pelagic area of the WO (~80% of the 
WO) and the highest levels found in the sediments on the continental shelf of the AO (Figure 8). 
Among all the continental shelves of the WO, the ESAS is the largest and its sedimentary drape 
reaches up to 15 km thick with high concentrations of Corg distributed throughout. Because the ESAS 
composes ~8% of the WO continental shelf, its sedimentary drape area- and thickness-weighted 
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Figure 6. Distribution of total organic carbon (Corg) in the surface sediments vs. current state of subsea
permafrost and CH4 fluxes from the sea floor/sea surface in the ESAS. (a) The percentage of Corg in
the surface sediments over the East Siberian Arctic Shelf (ESAS); (b) rates of CH4 fluxes observed in
the ESAS vs. results of permafrost modeling. Areas marked in coral represent areas where subsea
permafrost is predicted to be exhibiting the most advanced stages of degradation due to duration of
inundation; areas marked in yellow represent areas of modeled taliks developing due to geological
factors (faults) and the warming effect of river discharge; areas marked in blue represent the areas
where subsea permafrost presumably remains the least disintegrated. Grey color shows the land
modified from [21].
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Figure 7. Increase in the areas of flaw polynyas (km2) composing the Great Siberian Polynya observed
over two decades: ESZ—Eastern Severnaya Zemlya polynya, NT—Northeastern Taimyr polynya,
T—Taimyr polynya, AL—Anabar Lena polynya, WNS—Western New Siberian polynya, NS—New
Siberian polynya, after [83]. An area of the Siberian wetlands is shown as a red dotted line [84].

4.4. Contribution of the ESAS to Global Hydrate Pool

The potential for the release of substantial amounts of CH4 from the ESAS region has important
implications not only for atmospheric CH4 concentrations but also, given CH4’s potency as a greenhouse
gas, for global climate. Because the ESAS contains the largest and arguably most vulnerable stores of
subsea CH4 in the world, inclusion of the ESAS source in global climate models should be considered
a high priority. However, there is a perception that the amount of Corg preserved in the ESAS is too
insignificant [87] to cause any noticeable disturbance to the climate system [8]; this point of view
requires further clarification for several reasons. First, even though the AO composes only 4% of the
WO’s area, its continental shelf comprises >20% of the WO continental shelf. Up to 90% of Corg, which
provides a substrate for CH4 production, is located on the WO continental shelf [88].

Sediments and incorporated Corg, which determine areal occurrence of hydrate deposits, are not
distributed equally over the WO. The sediment drape in the pelagic area of the WO is only ~1 km thick,
while on the continental shelves it reaches ~3–4 km; concentrations of Corg vary over the WO sediments
by a factor of 10, with the lowest levels found over the pelagic area of the WO (~80% of the WO) and
the highest levels found in the sediments on the continental shelf of the AO (Figure 8). Among all the
continental shelves of the WO, the ESAS is the largest and its sedimentary drape reaches up to 15 km
thick with high concentrations of Corg distributed throughout. Because the ESAS composes ~8% of the
WO continental shelf, its sedimentary drape area- and thickness-weighted fraction alone could contain
15 to 20% of global Corg inventory; Corg provides the substrate for CH4 production. The entire Arctic
shelf could contribute two- or three-fold more Corg than does the ESAS.

Anywhere in the WO where P/T conditions permit the existence of an HSZ, there are generally
no impediments to the HSZ’s release of excessive CH4 to the overlying strata during the life time of
the HSZ; it is known that an HSZ is a dynamic system that allows gases to flow in and out [89]. In
the areas of the WO where the upper layers of the sediment drape are preserved within permafrost,
this subsea permafrost seals the underlying sediments so that the gas outflow from the HSZ and
underlying sediments, where free gas accumulations could exist, is severely restricted due to the
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relative impermeability of permafrost for gases. This implies that gas accumulations within permafrost
and below permafrost in the HSZ remain preserved for a long time (for duration of the glacial epochs).Geosciences 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 14 of 23 
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The ESAS is the region of the WO where >80% of the world’s predicted subsea permafrost and
associated permafrost-related hydrates exist. It was suggested that >1400 Gt of CH4 could be preserved
in the seabed of the ESAS [90]. The current annual emission of CH4 to the atmosphere was calculated
to be between 8 and 17 Tg annually [19,20]; this implies, conservatively, that equal amounts could have
been potentially released annually during the previous climate epochs if permafrost had not restricted
CH4 flux. Therefore, due to such restriction, during the time of one glacial period (~100 kYrs) >800 Gt
of CH4 could have accumulated in the ESAS seabed as postponed potential fluxes. This amount of
pre-formed gas preserved in the ESAS suggests a potential for possible massive/abrupt release of CH4,
whether from destabilizing hydrates or from free gas accumulations beneath permafrost; such a release
requires only a trigger.

5. Discussion and Outlook

It has been two decades since investigations of CH4 emissions from the ESAS began [19,27] and
slightly over a decade since the topic of the possible role of degrading subsea permafrost and Arctic
shelf hydrates in CH4 emissions from the ESAS was introduced to the scientific community [16]. Since
that time, only one group of scientists has been studying this topic on a regular basis. Over a 15-year
period more than 40 annual expeditions were conducted, including marine cruises in summer and
oceanographic expeditions/drilling from the fast ice in winter. Thousands of water, sediment, and gas,
and countless air samples were collected and analyzed to evaluate the variability of dissolved and
atmospheric CH4 in different areas of the ESAS and to assess the isotopic signature of contributing
sources using triple-isotope analysis (13C, D, and 14C). As a result of this effort an unprecedented data
set was accumulated; it provides the best coverage ever reported for any area of the WO (Figure 9).
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Oceanographic stations performed by the authors (n > 2700) are shown as red dots; the ship’s
track of IB Oden (2014) is shown as a solid black line; oceanographic stations performed by the cruise
participants onboard IB Oden (leg 1, n = 67) are shown as red dots superimposed on the black line.

Some experimental work has been performed to investigate subsea permafrost physics, establishing
the basis for improved modeling of subsea permafrost and associated processes. Nevertheless, the
remaining gaps in our knowledge of the physical and chemical processes occurring within subsea
permafrost, combined with a lack of factual data for model calibration, restricts further improvements
of ESAS subsea permafrost modeling [22]. There is a need to accomplish experiments on bubble
propagation in the water column to enable quantifying the fraction of CH4 that could reach the
atmosphere from different water depths. To understand the current state and future dynamics of the
subsea permafrost–hydrate system, we must develop methods that allow us to distinguish between
frozen and unfrozen sediments, hydrates within frozen sediments (porous, inter-pore, relic), gas
migration paths, and taliks.

This is challenging, because to date there are no reliable geophysical methods available to
accomplish this task. The position of the IBPT and rates of permafrost degradation could be evaluated
by assessing changes in the permafrost table position relative to the seafloor. In the ESAS, the permafrost
table position has been investigated using seismic techniques [91,92]. However, there are numerous
problems due to high attenuation of the reflected seismic signal where sediments contain gas [93] and/or
due to variability in permafrost properties in frozen vs. unfrozen permafrost zones [94]. Methods
based on electrical properties of frozen vs. unfrozen ground were shown to be applicable in shallow
coastal water, but results of these surveys require thorough validation by observational data [22,95].
Recently reported results [68] presented evidence for widespread occurrence of gas hydrates across
water depths of 60–100 m on the shelf of the Canadian Beaufort Sea using 3D and 2D multichannel
seismic data. However, any interpretation of data obtained using any methods should be validated
by recovered sediment core analysis; this implies that widespread scientific drilling is required over
the entire Arctic shelf, not only in the ESAS, in order to recover a sufficient number of sediment cores
representative of different types of sediments and geological settings. Microbiological studies and
multi-dimensional isotope analyses of released CH4 is one avenue to follow in order to apportion
the CH4 sources (including different types of hydrates) and to constrain the flux attenuation due to
microbial oxidation of CH4.
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Because this topic is rather new, some methodological issues should be taken into consideration
by those performing or planning to perform investigations of the topic. We will present examples of
what we view as flawed methodologies in the following section.

One methodological issue regards the knowledge and expertise limitations that affect conclusions
delivered by some authors. For example, in [96], the authors made two major methodological mistakes.
First, they reported CH4 oxidation without presenting actual data (either direct or indirect) to prove
oxidation; they only referred to a change in the values of a stable isotope (δ13C) in CH4. However,
δ13C-CH4 in sediments can vary due to numerous reasons, among which the most important is the
natural variability of the 13C isotope signature of end-members, which could vary even within the same
type of CH4 (biogenic or thermogenic) in a similar type of environment. Indeed, δ13C of biogenic CH4

produced in Siberian wetlands under different thermal regimes can vary from −59%� to −110%� [76,97].
The δ13C of thermogenic CH4 in Siberia yields a range from −15%� to −52%� [52]. Clearly, even a
mixture of CH4 from end-members with different isotope signatures can produce numerous variations
of the resultant signatures.

In addition, the δ13C of CH4 can be altered due to oxidation, transportation, dilution, cracking
of heavier hydrocarbons, and other processes. For example, the observed δ13C-CH4 value of −75%�

measured in a sample could be: (1) the isotope signature of a biogenic CH4 end-member; (2) the result
of a 1:1 mixture of two biogenic sources with the isotope signature of end-members equal to −60%� and
−90%�; (3) the result of CH4 oxidation with the isotope signature of an end-member equal to −110%�;
(4) the result of a 1:1 mixture of biogenic CH4 with an isotope signature of −110%� and thermogenic
CH4 with an isotope signature of −40%�. These are only a few simple examples; numerous possible
compositions can result from different processes and factors. To claim variability in δ13C-CH4 due to
oxidation, one must present a study of actual microbiological processes or at least use indirect methods
as reported in [80].

Some researchers may be unaware of the specifics associated with working with frozen/unfrozen
sediment cores while performing drilling of the boreholes followed by extraction of the sediment
cores. For example, in [96], the authors extracted the sediment core from the tubing with the use
of an air compressor. Subsequently, to explain the difference in CH4 concentration in the frozen vs.
the thawed sediment core fractions, they hypothesized that oxidation had occurred; in fact, gas had
been lost because the tubing was not sealed during the extraction. Their resulting conclusion—that
CH4 production mostly occurs in the frozen sediments while oxidation dominates in the thawed
sediments—sounds revolutionary to any biogeochemist working in the field, because it is common
sense that the thawing of permafrost would evoke CH4 production. The emitted CH4 fluxes would
naturally be attenuated by CH4 oxidation in the uppermost layers of the shelf sediments, if CH4 is
dissolved in the pore water and propagates by diffusion. It is important to realize that gaseous CH4

propagating within sediments as bubbles would not be consumed by methanotrophs because they
only digest dissolved CH4 [98,99].

One more issue regards the level of data representativeness and the statistics applied to the
analyzed data sets to enable conclusions to be drawn. Very often scientists use statistics of the most
common probability distribution, a normal (Gaussian) data distribution. Sometimes they even apply
these statistics as filters while collecting data without investigating the nature of the raw data first. As
a result, they set a data range by removing outliers; sometimes that can be like throwing the child out
with the bath water. Indeed, when one sets 1 SD (or 1 σ) as a data filter, this means that all outliers
are removed and only 68% of the data is taken into consideration. Many years ago, when we started
our investigation, we collected a limited data set; dissolved CH4 was not detected in most samples
due to low instrument precision, and in only one sample did we measure a very high concentration of
dissolved CH4 (20 µM). Following the mainstream, we removed this sample from our data set and, as
a result, we lost at least five years of expertise, because, as we learned later, that single sample was
from a hot spot, which we identified in that location five years later. Other authors have made the
same mistake as we did, and removed outliers from the analysis [80,100]. We suggest that no statistical
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filters be set while collecting the raw data; this allows researchers to consider every data point when
investigating the nature of the raw data. Before applying any statistics to a raw data set, it is reasonable
to test the data using variable statistical tools and available software to understand which distribution
fits best and what statistics is appropriate to apply. When measured values vary many fold or even by
orders of magnitude, instead of removing the outlying values, it would be appropriate to divide the
data into sub-populations and apply other than normal distribution statistics to the data [19].

For example, in [100] the authors reported data from a single data set collected on the joint
Russian–Swedish expedition onboard Ice Breaker Oden in 2014 (Figure 9). Based on applied
methodology, and despite clearly observed ebullition, they suggested that diffusive fluxes alone
can explain observed atmospheric mixing ratios that are slightly elevated in some areas but much less
than those reported for shallow inshore areas. However, from the presented data it follows that in
the investigated areas of the ESAS all measured concentrations of atmospheric CH4 were above the
latitude specific monthly mean of 1.85 ppm and concentrations of CH4 in a majority of the surface water
samples were above the saturation level, reaching up to 250 ppm of CH4 (≈400 nM). One of the authors
of the current paper participated in the 2014 IB Oden expedition, and all participating researchers began
to write the paper later published by [100]. The published authors of [100] reported the atmospheric
and aqueous CH4 data sets that were treated in accordance with the authors’ methodology, the
shortcomings of which are described below.

This methodology was flawed in the following ways. (1) Methods used to measure both
atmospheric mixing ratios and concentrations of dissolved CH4 were not calibrated; that is, they
did not estimate the time required for sample equilibration before determining the measurement
frequency. Because time of equilibration was longer than the time between measurements, they
measured unequilibrated samples, and measured levels were lower than they would have been if
samples had been allowed to equilibrate. (2) While collecting the raw data, 1 SD from the mean was
set as a data filter; as a result, all outliers, which are values of major interest when studying ebullition,
were removed and only 68% of the observed values were used for analysis. This corrupted the data
range and the applied statistics, because the atmospheric mixing ratios of CH4 in fact varied by up
to 4.2 ppm, but the authors only reported variation by up to 2.5 ppm. (3) They interpolated a very
limited data set (collected on just one expedition) obtained under very specific conditions—mostly
ice-covered water, collected in the outer-shelf area (deep water), along a single ship’s track (which
exists in two-dimensional space)—to the entire shelf area (which is a three-dimensional space). After
all these questions were raised, the co-author from our team was asked to leave the authors’ team.

In [80], the authors reported CH4 distribution and oxidation around the Lena Delta in summer
2013 based on water and sediment samples collected during a single seven-day expedition. In collected
samples, the authors measured dissolved CH4 and applied an indirect method to assess oxidation
rates and turnover time of CH4 in the shelf water. They confirmed that CH4 sinks in the present-day
water column of the Lena Delta are rather weak and that only 1% of CH4 would oxidize per day while
about 8% of CH4 would diffuse to the atmosphere. But they did not study ebullition, which, in our
opinion, is the major contributor to sea–air fluxes, which we have demonstrated in our papers. Instead,
the authors concluded that ebullition did not take place because no increased levels of dissolved
CH4 were measured on the pycnocline. This statement cannot be supported. No physics exists to
explain enhanced concentrations of dissolved CH4 on the pycnocline; otherwise, no increased levels
of dissolved CH4 would have been measured in the surface water in the areas where ebullition was
documented by direct observations [21]. Increased levels of aqueous CH4 on the pycnocline could
be found in deep waters where the pycnocline deepens to ≥100 m; such depth allows accumulation
of an appropriate amount of organic substrate, from which CH4 could be produced under anaerobic
conditions within organic pellets. However, concentrations of dissolved CH4 in such areas have never
been reported higher than 9 nM [99]. This is incompatible with observed concentrations of dissolved
CH4 in the ESAS of up to 20 µM [21,27].
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To further improve estimates of CH4 emissions from the ESAS, multi-level and multi-seasonal
investigations should be performed, aimed at quantifying different components of annual emissions
and defining the factors controlling them. There are several flux components that await incorporating
into the annual CH4 flux budget: flux during ice break up; flux during deep fall convection; flux during
storm events; flux through winter polynyas; non-gradual flux by strong ebullition caused by mass
wasting, seismic/tectonic events, and sediment settlement/adjustment caused by releases of pre-formed
gas from seabed deposits (different types of hydrates) [22]. To assess whether sudden, large-scale CH4

releases are likely to occur in the future, there exists a need to investigate the characteristics of migration
pathways and to identify the factors controlling CH4 vertical flux from the seabed, through the water
column, and into the atmosphere. A new challenge is the unknown scale of the ice scouring mechanism
of CH4 release; this mechanism could unroof an ascending gas front in the upper sediment layers,
opening gas-migration pathways for underlying gas [22]. The relative importance of the various flux
components should also be independently evaluated by detailed observations of atmospheric mixing
ratios throughout the year. In this regard, establishing a monitoring network (including non-coastal
observatories, satellites, unmanned aircraft, helicopter surveys, and summer cruises) over the entire
area of the ESAS is of critical importance.
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